MOBILE PERCUSSION PLATFORM

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. CASTER WHEEL INSTALLATION
   Lay the platform down so that it is resting on four wheels. Remove the two shipping skids. Install the four caster wheels using the lock nuts and washers supplied. See view B-B. Tighten nuts securely.

2. TO SET UP PLATFORM FOR USE
   Remove the retainer pin from the spreader bar. Carefully lift top half of platform while removing spreader bar. Lower platform half and install the spreader bar in its stowed position. See drawing. Install the retainer pin to retain spreader bar. Lift and then lower top half of platform until platform is resting on all six wheels. The Mobile Percussion Platform is now ready for use. The tongue may be installed on either end of platform, but platform will close easier if tongue is on half with the four wheels.

3. STORAGE
   Reverse procedure #2 to set up wagon for storage.

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT 2 (TWO) PEOPLE SET UP & TAKE DOWN PLATFORM.

TOOLS REQUIRED
- 3/4” wrench (any type)